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SECTION I: NEW IDEAS FOR A CHALLENGING MARKET
Yaser Moustafa joined National Bank of Kuwait Capital Partners (NBKCP) as Senior
Managing Director at a turning point in April 2015. . His primary goals were to diversify
the alternative investments company’s LP base and grow multi-fund platform investment
strategies. However, Yaser quickly realized that more time and effort was required to
ensure that the portfolio companies created value that would bring back solid returns for
the fund.
The macroeconomic environment at the time was unforgiving. The 2011 revolutions in
the area scared off many foreign investors, and in the year that Yaser assumed this role,
the price of oil dropped by 70%. Portfolio companies needed to weather challenging
circumstances but often lacked the institutional resilience. One such firm was Yatsan, a
mattress and sleep product manufacturer in Turkey. The platform had only recently
acquired a majority in the company in 2014. It had previously held a minority share in the
company and realized that it could not affect the kind of changes needed for the business
to grow. Yatsan was a family business and faced many endemic challenges including
irregular financial bookkeeping and inconsistent compliance efforts. All 800 of the
company's employees reported directly to the owners who managed by personal
relationships. The salary scale was not uniform, the pay schedule unpredictable, the
health and safety standards inadequate, and no union in operation.
Taking a majority share of the company was a significant step for NBKCP, and by 2015
the firm had appointed a new professional CEO to implement the many changes Yatsan
needed to make. However, every step of institutionalization was a battle with the family
owners. NBKCP was not merely hiring consultants and drawing up new manuals. It was
creating a new culture.
In 2016, Yaser had a decision to make. Cem Bayulgen and Hakan Ipeçki, long-time
NBKCP team members based in Istanbul, suggested NBKCP take 100% control of
Yatsan. Yaser would have to convince NBKCP’s Investment Committee of this decision.
This was a difficult pitch. The Investment Committee knew all too well of the company's
growing pains and understood Turkey’s challenging macroeconomic situation. However,
Yaser and the team in Turkey still believed that formalizing the company's processes was
worth it. NBKCP’s total control would not only accelerate positive change for the company
but also allow it to survive in the long term.
Yaser advocated for Yatsan. In 2016, NBKCP’s private equity fund became the
company's full owner and began institutionalizing best practices in its operations.1 Under
the leadership of a newly-hired CEO, the firm set up a robust governance system with
regular board and executive committee meetings. The company completed a financial
audit with a big-four accounting firm and set up transparent financial reporting policies.
Production was optimized to reduce waste and maximize output. The company raised
A breakdown of Yatsan’s main institutionalization achievements after NBKCP’s full ownership is
included in Annex I.
1
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employee wages and implemented health and safety standards. Eventually, the workers
formed a union.

Figure 1: Yatsan’s production warehouse
before (left) and after (right) institutionalization.
By 2020, Yatsan became the leading producer of bed frames, mattresses, and bedding
products in Turkey. Exports to 30 countries across Europe and the MENA region
generated half of the company’s revenue. In addition to its core “Yatsan” brand, the
company is also a licensed producer of Tempur, Serta, Sealy, and King Koil mattresses.
Since NBKCP’s reinvestment, Yatsan has improved its product quality, shortened delivery
times, and grown its customer base. NBKCP hopes to exit the company in 2022.2
NBKCP’s approach to Yatsan is emblematic of the positive role that private capital can
play in transforming companies in emerging markets. Yaser's emphasis on NBKCP
investment teams working closely in investee operations showed results. The patient
approach was mainstreamed across the management of all of the portfolio companies. If
private capital motivates companies to bring standards up to a global level and
institutionalize efficient processes, it can create the conditions for long-term growth.

2

Accounting for COVID-19.
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SECTION II: EVOLVING WITH THE TIMES
Starting In a Boom, Surviving a Bust
NBKCP was established in 2006 as the alternative investment group of NBK Capital. 3
The parent firm recognized the potential for private capital in the Middle East. The region
severely lags behind other emerging markets in private capital participation.4The new
entity was created recognizing the need for a new institutional culture different from the
parent firm whose core business was investment banking, asset management and
brokerage. NBKCP emerged as a prototype, one of few at the time, looking to test a model
and build a track record for alternative assets in the region. This initial period saw a
proliferation of funds. Fund managers of all stripes tapped into the latent private wealth in
the region to start one platform after another. One respondent cited the existence of up
to 50 private capital firms in the Dubai International Financial Center. Investors were
hungry for these opportunities, and in 2007 fundraising in the asset class peaked at 6.22
billion USD.5
Within this competitive landscape, NBKCP distinguished itself by its institutional identity.
Being part of NBK, the platform grew up valuing the bank’s reputation, corporate
governance, and conservative nature. Establishing its first fund in 2006, NBK Capital
Equity Partners Fund I, the bank promoted an investment strategy focused on “defensive
growth” that would minimize risk exposure and guarantee returns for its investors.
Building upon its first PE fund's strong track record, NBKCP launched a new private credit
product in NBK Capital Partners Mezzanine Fund I in 2008.
By 2009, the global financial crisis hit the MENA region, and investor confidence was
shaken. LPs previously encouraged by the prospect of growing the burgeoning private
capital asset class in the region sought to recoup their initial capital prior to any additional
investment return.
For NBKCP, the new landscape was challenging but had its advantages. 2010 – 2015
saw further economic expansion in the region on the back of a recovery in oil prices, and
the resulting wealth generation privileged the few remaining players in town. Mega-funds
in the Gulf captured billions as investors allocated to a growing number of asset classes.
Banks afforded businesses new access to leverage increasing their capacities to grow.
However, 2015 - 2016 saw a 70% drop in the price of oil.6 The fall greatly affected oilproducing countries in the Gulf, whose national budgets and consumption subsidies
depended almost entirely on the projected price of oil. Banks severely limited lending to
private businesses, and the remaining investors balked at continuing subscriptions.
To complicate matters, in 2018, a series of scandals among the remaining alternative
asset managers shocked the private capital landscape. Poor governance saw billions of
A schematic of NBKCP’s institutional structure is included in Annex II.
A global comparison of private capital in developed and developing markets is included in Annex III.
5 EMPEA (2015). Private Equity in the Middle East and North Africa.
6 World Bank (2015). “What triggered the oil price plunge of 2014-2016.”
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dollars in private capital vehicles disintegrate. The collapse of the mega-funds dissuaded
many investors from regional private capital funds and sewed a culture of distrust for the
remaining regional industry players.
Despite the challenges of the 2015 fall in the price of oil and 2018 private capital scandals,
NBKCP not only survived, but it expanded.
- 2013: The platform launched its second private equity fund, NBK Capital Partners
Equity II
- 2016: The company launched its second private credit fund, NBK Capital Partners
Mezzanine II; and in 2017, it established its first real estate fund, NBK Capital
Partners Real Estate.
- 2017: The company fully exited from its first mezzanine fund.
- June 2020: NBKCP has returned over 679 million USD across 17 consecutive
profitable exits.7
Cumulative gross distributions since inception (in millions)

$599

$629

$644

$664

$679
Total distributions

$679mn

$537

Gross Realized IRR by Fund:

$416

Private Equity Fund I

30.6%

$298

Kuwait Investment Opportunities
Fund

15.1%

$176
$55

2009

$79

2010

$113

Private Credit Fund I

16.6%

2011

2012

2013

Private Equity

2014
KIOF

2015
Private Debt

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Real Estate

Figure 4: NBKCP’s cumulative distributions since 20088

Because of their patient investment thesis and institutional identity, NBKCP was able to
weather the challenges that whittled the regional private capital community from 50 firms
in 2005 to 2 in 2020.
A Realistic Strategy

7

A detailed breakdown of all 18 realizations is included in Annex IV.
NBK Capital established the Kuwait Investment Opportunities Fund (KIOF) in 2008. The fund was raised
from the National Offset Company (NOC), which manages the state-mandated contributions of foreign
contractors who enter into supply agreements with the government above a particular value. NBK Capital
together with the team at NBKCP currently advise and partner with NOC to manage the investment of a
portion of this fund in the form of KIOF.
8
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Faisal Al Hamad, CEO of NBK Capital, said, “We want to do right by the investor, which
drives the majority of our behavior.” The platform wanted to guarantee that it serviced its
investors’ needs and produced returns in a volatile climate. As such, the core of NBKCP’s
investment thesis is “defensive growth.” Though the platform is sector agnostic, it looks
at industries that are not cyclical and depend on demographic growth. In most countries,
the investment focus is on healthcare, education, and consumer sectors with few outliers.
Typical targets are middle-market companies having turnover revenues ranging between
10 million to 1 billion USD. Though an admittedly broad size range, the credit platform
targets a broad spectrum of companies that are too large or too small to appeal to
commercial banks who provide nearly all of the credit in the MENA region. Capital markets
in the region have historically overlooked these companies representing potentially ripe
opportunities for growth. Finally, NBKCP grounds its approach in what it knows. Growing
out of its parent company’s regional network in Kuwait, it is responsible for investments
in the MENA region and Turkey with established teams in Dubai, Kuwait, Bahrain, and
Istanbul.
NBKCP advises six fund vehicles across private equity, private credit, and real estate.
Private equity funds support middle-market buyouts and provide growth capital. Private
credit funds offer middle market direct lending and debt sponsored transactions. Real
estate provides asset-backed financing to blue-chip corporate clients.

Private Equity

Private Credit

Real Estate

Middle market buyouts and
growth capital

Middle market direct lending
and sponsored transactions

Asset-backed financing
solutions to blue-chip
corporates

▪

Launched in 2006

▪

Launched in 2008

▪

3 fund vehicles

▪

2 fund vehicles

▪

21 investments

▪

13 investments

▪

10 exits

▪

8 realizations

▪

US$ 700.1 million in capital
commitments

▪

US$ 317.4 million in capital
commitments

▪

Launched in 2016

▪

1 fund vehicle

▪

1 investment

▪

US$ 95 million in capital
commitments

Figure 5: Summary of NBCP’s Three Asset Classes
The volatile macroeconomic environment shaped the development of NBKCP’s
investment classes and approach. The progression from private equity, private credit, to
real estate reflects their commitment to providing reliable returns for their investors. Each
subsequent investment class carries less underlying risk and allows regular payouts to
LPs.
Also, NBKCP learned that developing a private capital pipeline would take patience. In
private equity, the firm’s strategy and approach shifted from taking minority shares to a
majority, if not a 100% stake in a company. They found that minority shareholding did not
afford them the ability to make the fundamental changes necessary to add value to a
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company. A high-touch approach that established new teams, created new processes,
and introduced new standards would be the only way to increase the value of the
investments. This philosophy extended to private credit as teams worked with clients to
formalize their operations to better service their debt payments. Acting as “patient capital,”
NBKCP doubled down on its efforts to ensure that its portfolio created returns for investors
in an uncertain environment. This evolution from financial improvement to operational
improvement would require a change in the team's skill set and experience as well.

SECTION III: MAKING PATIENT CAPITAL WORK
Transforming Portfolio Companies
NBKCP’s culture is reflected in the way that it approaches its investments. A majority of
the NBKCP's private equity and private capital investees began as family businesses who
often require a patient investment partner as they grow their businesses. Investee
respondents characterized the guiding ethos of those early days by what they had to do
to survive. Companies would often cut corners to find savings in production and
distribution. Additionally, employee rights were scant.
Being focused on the bottom line, owners institutionalized and professionalized as
needed. However, this patchwork approach to formalization meant that these family
businesses also felt limits in their ability to scale. Investing in regularized, optimized, and
transparent systems takes tremendous time and resources, particularly in the emerging
markets. Also, not only did many of these companies fall within the dreaded "financing
gap" in their respective countries, but also their practices would deem them too risky for
debt financing. Many of these companies are undercapitalized, asset-light and operating
at sub-optimal levels. Private capital remained one of the few doors open for these
companies as they looked to monetize their businesses and scale. Still, even then, one
investee notes that local companies only garner attention from local investors.
Enter NBKCP. For all of the three investee company CEOs interviewed, NBKCP”s
investment funds were their first outside institutional investor capital. Co-investors, if any,
were only recruited using the clout and relationships of the NBKCP brand. These three
companies sought out NBKCP to grow, understanding that there would be growing pains.
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Figure 6: NBKCP’s private equity portfolio as of July 2020.
As mentioned before, NBKCP is very hands-on with their investees. Having learned from
minority ownership experiences, the company is committed to holding a majority to 100%
ownership of private equity companies. Even for private credit portfolio companies, one
respondent said that NBKCP "is not like a debt partner. They are like an equity partner."
For the three CEOs interviewed, involvement falls into five key activities:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Formalizing Governance
Professionalizing Teams
Creating Transparent Finance
Optimizing Production
Providing Growth Capital

For family businesses, implementing these changes is not always easy, and this often
means reducing the family's role or buying them out. Continuity of the business is one of
the critical risks for these types of firms. Often, once the founding figure goes, the
institutional memory and operational cohesion go with him or her. Moreover, the
education and experience that sustained family leadership at the company's origin may
not be the skills needed as it grows. New teams step up to the helm to implement the
difficult changes required. The boards, audits, and third-party oversight of the company
accommodate a formal structure not reliant upon a cult of personality.
Installing new leadership comes with its trade-offs. For Yatsan, one of the interviewed
companies, two brothers owned and operated the company prior to NBKCP’s investment.
All of the employees in production, distribution, and administration reported directly to
them. After a trial period of keeping the family in control of the businesses, NBKCP
realized that the changes that needed to be made were more drastic and fundamental
than the current C-suite was willing to take, and they bought out the family. However,
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when the brothers left, they took their contacts and any semblance of structure with them.
NBKCP had to start from scratch. In this early period, NBKCP appointed a new C-Suite,
eventually choosing some NBKCP team members. While they attempted to study, design,
and implement new governance processes, ERP systems, and production lines, they
were slapped with the back taxes and fines caused by previous management practices.
These increased costs further delayed the process of Yatsan's formalization.
Despite these challenges, NBKCP continued in its resolve to create a professional
business that would be successful in the long-run. The firm introduced a new
organizational structure, installed a more permanent C-suite, held regular board
meetings, began regular financial reporting, and completed an audit with a big-four
accounting firm. Yatsan hired a new HR manager, set pay scales, started training
employees in productivity and health and safety, and unionized the workforce. With the
support of a production consultant, the company improved its factories, streamlined its
supply chain, and introduced new management principles.
As a result, the company significantly improved its product, reduced waste, shortened
delivery timelines, and increased customer satisfaction. June 2020 saw a record number
of orders for the company. Gökalp Bahçeli, Yatsan's current CEO, celebrated being able
to input the compliance processes necessary to certify the factory's safe production in
light of COVID-19 with the Turkish government. Implementing the changes and
scheduling an inspection took only two weeks, a feat unimaginable before Yatsan's
transformation. The company was also able to cover employee wages despite factory
closures, depressed sales, and waning government subsidies. Gökalp is proud that the
company had the funds and the attitude to commit to worker solidarity during these
challenging times. These efforts resulted in a strong rebound in Yatsan’s sales and profits
while its competitors faced bankruptcy. The CEO said that "The good times are easy.
These are the times to show that you are working for the right company."
Interviewed CEOs recognized that NBKCP's approach was not typical. Private equity can
be impatient, temperamental, and opportunistic with a narrow focus on the return of
invested capital. Patience distinguished their approach. Many of the company's
investments are set to outgrow their estimated 5-year relationship with NBKCP. Despite
a volatile macroeconomic environment and challenging investee circumstances, NBKCP
has transformed portfolio companies by choosing to grow with them and not leave them
behind.

Shaping Investor Preferences
In the first iterations of NBKCP's funds, most of the LPs were clients of the bank. High
net-worth individuals (HNI) from Kuwait as well as the country's sovereign and pension
funds committed the most significant share of capital in the first private equity and private
credit fund at 98% and 100% respectively. By the second generation of the private credit
fund, nearly 30% of the LPs were from outside Kuwait, and the company's first real estate
fund saw nearly 60% non-Kuwaiti commitments. NBKCP is in the process of fundraising
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a third-generation private credit fund on track to fundraise more than 90% of funds from
outside of Kuwait. New investors bring new requirements.

Figure 7: Distribution of investor base over the first five funds
Going forward, NBKCP anticipates most of its capital support garnered from institutional
family offices and regional pension funds with a slow introduction of Western capital. The
interests of these four groups may see slight variation, but for the most part, they are after
the same ends:
1) A Minimum Return
2) Capital Protection
Should a platform be able to guarantee these two features, LPs would consider the
investment. These investors focus less on ESG and are not concerned with the principled
deployment of their investments downstream, aside from a few red lines. However,
allocating capital locally encounters additional obstacles compared to investing in more
mature markets. Speaking to two of NBKCP's fund LPs, their managers expressed a
similar outlook on how they invest. They both represented the investment arm of a family
conglomerate. Most of their investment portfolio is international, where they see more
opportunities and promising returns, and committing capital to NBKCP was a journey.
First, their bids to invest in funds like NBKCP's seek to diversify their portfolios. However,
even pivoting a fraction of their institution's investments was a fight. Advocates had to
convince boards that investing locally was not too risky and that there were long-term
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advantages to getting into regional investment while others abstained. Eventually, boards
relented and agreed to trial the new manager and geography.
Once convinced, choosing NBKCP was easy for many reasons, the first of which is that
there were not many options. Of the LPs interviewed, respondents could name two firms
still in the private capital game, of which NBKCP was one. However, should there have
been a proliferation of private capital firms with which to invest, NBKCP had attractive
qualities. One of the interviewed LPs summarized the institution’s screen criteria by four
characteristics:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Good Governance
Contributing Own Capital
Good Track Record
Shariah “Friendly”9

Exhibiting a good track record and being Shariah "friendly" are criteria all potential GPs
must meet. However, good governance and contributing own capital are an extra set of
standards developed from the institution's experience investing in the region. Namely, the
fund managers cite lessons learned from 2005-2010 when private capital was
increasingly popular in the region. However, many of these funds had poor governance,
grew too quickly, and collapsed without paying out their investors. These scandals broke
the trust between investors and GPs in the region. Contributing a firm's capital shows that
the platform has skin in the game and can be trusted.
For interviewed LPs, NBKCP fits all of these criteria. Being a part of the bank and
garnering a long-term track record gives the platform a minted reputation that can be
trusted, a privilege in a landscape where trust is hard to come by.
Yaser recognizes the limitations of leading investor preferences. He said that "I don't think
investors should put their money with us just because they think we're a force for good.
They come for returns." However, NBKCP has the opportunity to build a business case
for ethical business practices and shape the standards of LPs investing across platforms.
As one of the last private capital firms remaining, NBKCP has the opportunity to make the
business case for good business practices by demonstrating how such companies can
create strong investment returns.

9

The LP does not apply formal Shariah compliance through the use of an auditor. The fund defines
“Shariah friendly” as not investing in gambling, alcohol, or defense.
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ESG: “They light the match. We throw the hay.”
An interviewed LP said, “Today is too early for ESG.” This attitude is common in the
MENA region and Turkey. NBKCP does not hold itself to comprehensive ESG standards
nor measures these metrics in its portfolio companies. Within the status quo, few LPs
require these criteria as a part of due diligence or ongoing reporting. DFIs remain one of
the only actors committed to ESG requirements. However, their requirements are often
too expensive to implement for many companies in the short-term. Moreover, their
participation in private capital in the region has dramatically decreased since the 2018
scandals.
However, the spirit of “doing well while doing good” drives the culture of NBKCP.
Initiatives that resemble ESG compliance arise from the commitment that these
standards:
1) Better manage risk
2) Optimize productivity
3) Increase the valuation of a business.
Yaser said that he “has to make a business case for ESG.” From this business case, the
company is dedicated to mainstreaming good governance principles in its own and
portfolio company's operations and focusing on social issues related to employee wellbeing. For some of its investees, NBKCP also pays close attention to the environmental
effects of effluent and waste management.
This is not to say that the company does not have a long way to go in terms of ESG and
overall standards of principled investing. In a strict sense, the reporting is incomplete. In
a broader sense, understanding who is a relevant stakeholder is limited to those who
touch the production line and not the supply chain and community overall.
Getting there may also pose its challenges. NBKCP's business is making money for
investors. However, ESG and sustainability rank low on the priority of the lion’s share of
the firm's LP base of HNIs and family conglomerates. One private capital fund manager
noted that even sovereign funds who possess minimum criteria for business practices
do not have the institutional knowledge to commit to ESG standards. Although some
individual managers within sovereign funds may value the benefits of higher business
standards, their commitment disappears as soon as they move positions.
One NBKCP respondent noted that LPs need to express that they will pass on a deal
without ESG standards for private capital culture to change. Three NBKCP interviewees
added that the government needs to incentivize the GPs and LPs alike to make these
criteria a core part of their business. Only by restructuring the incentives in the system
will NBKCP's approach to business multiply. As NBKCP Managing Director Sikander
Ahmed puts it, “they light the match, we throw the hay.”
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SECTION IV: TRADE-OFFS OF BANKING CULTURE
If a patient, long-term approach is the secret recipe for success in the region, why didn’t
others follow suit? In reality, NBKCP’s strategy was strange for private capital at the time.
The company’s approach was deliberate and slow, emphasizing certainty versus speed.
Other firms were making more money and faster. More conventional funds were
incentivized to fundraise aggressively and exit quicker to peak LPs' returns and carry for
the team. Although NBKCP was well-positioned among them, it also had the quirk of
being part of a bank.
Yaser likes to quote Peter Drucker who said, “Culture eats strategy for breakfast.” For
NBKCP, this is true. The patient investment thesis that allowed the firm to weather so
many challenges drew support from its position within the bank. NBK’s institutional DNA
provided the platform the internal durability and external signaling to continue to thrive.
This relationship, however, does come with its trade-offs.

Advantages of the Bank
Faisal said that “reputation risk is the largest risk” for the bank. All of the NBKCP team
members interviewed named “reputation” as one of the top qualities distinguishing the
platform. In one sense, this refers to the firm’s track record, but in a greater sense, this
refers to NBK. The bank was established in 1952 by merchant families in Kuwait who
were looking for sources of capital outside of the European banks that dominated the
contemporary landscape and exclusively served foreigners. From these beginnings, the
bank has grown to be one of the region’s largest banks with ten subsidiaries, imprints
across the MENA region, Asia, and Europe. NBK’s motto is “the bank you know and trust,”
and it takes that seriously. The bank understands that its core business is based upon
the trust of its clients. NBKCP team members noted that that bank would readily forego
short-term gains to safeguard its integrity and reputation.
For NBKCP, the advantage of inheriting a good reputation is the trust of its LPs, coinvestors, and portfolio companies. Investors trust that NBKCP is performing strict due
diligence and is doing whatever it can to mitigate risks. This trustworthy reputation
facilitates raising additional capital and support from ecosystem players. Interviewees
reported that NBKCP also benefits from the bank’s name recognition. New regional
investors and clients are attracted to the brand of NBK, and the platform has historically
recruited many subscribers from the bank’s client base. Finally, respondents note that
NBKCP benefits from being a part of a professional institution. As previously mentioned,
private capital scandals brought on by poor governance soured many investors on
regional alternative asset managers. The high level of regulation, compliance, and
auditing that the bank requires leaves NBKCP above reproach in terms of governance.
Faisal said that, historically, “independence would reduce the viability of the platform.”
The bank shielded NBKCP from some of the scrutiny and distrust that their peers
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endured. The company maintained its foothold in the marketplace and reaped the benefits
of outlasting its competitors.

Disadvantages of the Bank
There are also significant drawbacks to the affiliation with NBK. Yaser said that banks
and alternative investment platforms are “culturally two different animals.” Reconciling the
two mentalities has its trade-offs.
One of the chief among them is between risk and reward. Multiple respondents indicated
that they thought the bank made them too risk-averse and that they were missing
opportunities. While more conventional private capital funds would be eager to search for
greenfield investments or pursue sectors with more significant short-term potential for
growth, NBKCP remains restrained.
Although the reputation of the bank attracts some investors, it discourages others. DFIs
and other institutional investors were reticent to invest in NBKCP funds as the platform is
a “captive” entity within the bank. The institution’s historically dominant influence on
directing investment behavior makes other investors wary of the bank’s influence on
investment committees. These same investors also question the logic of teams being
employees of the bank. For them, investors choose funds based on the team. This
assumption is challenged by an institutional structure where employees can be hired,
fired, and replaced.
Finally, one respondent also noted that NBKCP’s hybrid culture and compensation
system might discourage attracting talent. The platform’s team is salaried. Though they
also receive carry, other more conventional private capital firms that pay through
management fees and performance incentives may offer more money to investment
professionals.
Without NBK, the company would be unencumbered by the bank's regulations. It would
be able to move quicker and more boldly to capture the best deals within a scarce
pipeline. A more typical private capital structure would also unlock the fundraising
potential of new LPs with the appetite to invest.

An Unlikely Balance
After the shocks faced in the region, NBKCP benefited from its affiliation with NBK. The
synthesis of both its banking and alternative investment culture is the secret to its
longevity.
Part of this durability is born by the relationship between Faisal and Yaser. In theory,
Faisal, representing the bank as NBK Capital’s CEO, is incentivized to be more riskaverse than Yaser, representing the alternative investment platform. However, because
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of the relationship of trust built between the two over 20 years, they can negotiate the
tough calls implicit in reconciling two different cultures, such as balancing the platform's
risk-appetite and preserving alternative investment compensation structures unfamiliar to
the bank.
More broadly, NBKCP’s teams embody this synthesized culture through their dedication
to the investment approach. The conservative culture impacts the nature of “successful”
employees at the firm. New joiners who are risk-seeking or focused on short-term gains
often end up exiting the firm via a process of "organ rejection" after a short time. On the
other hand, the team features several senior members with 10+ years with NBKCP. The
teams' commitment to the investment strategy has allowed the company to weather shortterm challenges to realize long-term returns.
Historically, the bank's low-risk appetite, coupled with the conservative nature of legacy
LPs, pushed the platform to seek opportunities that were less exposed to the
macroeconomic environment’s vicissitudes. This climate also motivated the teams to be
extremely picky about deals. The team only considered companies who could weather
the scrutiny of the firm's strict due diligence.
However, once vetted, NBKCP remains committed to improving its investments. Because
NBKCP’s LPs trusted the platform and were confident in its backing by the bank, investors
were patient with the company as it worked to create value, a patience which was
extended to portfolio companies who worked to professionalize their businesses. The
firm’s compensation structure helped as well. As team members are salaried and not
strictly compensated based on portfolio performance, teams could afford themselves the
temperament to stick with investees through challenging circumstances and over longer
investment windows.
Prudent investment strategies ensured that NBKCP was able to manage the risks that
threatened many of its peers. Now the company remains one of the few platforms
positioned to realize the potential of private capital in the region.

SECTION V: LOOKING FORWARD
COVID-19 has had a significant impact on NBKCP's portfolio. However, for the team, this
economic downturn only proves the resiliency of its patient investment strategy. Some
team members noted that the platform might become more risk-averse in terms of
choosing subsectors and companies in which to invest. Faisal has "learned not to be
surprised anymore." For many on the team, the pandemic is just one of many
macroeconomic downturns they have weathered before.
Yaser and his team are currently closing the fundraising for NBKCP's third private credit
fund. 90% of the fund will be raised from sources outside of NBK and its client base. The
diversified LP base will allow the company to access more fundraising pools, distribute
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risk across different markets, and pursue new investment models. The new LP base
creates new institutional cultures and power dynamics. At this inflection point, the platform
has the opportunity to reflect upon its relationship with NBK.
Could NBKCP have grown faster without NBK Capital?
Should NBKCP become independent?
If so, what aspects of its NBK identity does it keep?
What does it leave behind?
NBKCP’s journey also holds lessons for private capital in the region. Institutional capture
shielded the company from many of the challenges faced by its peers. However, this
phenomenon was underwritten by more than just the rules and regulations of the bank.
NBKCP tapped into an anxiety and need for LPs to trust their GPs. Mentalities around
what is a “good” investment have shifted to accommodate a more holistic view of the
value and potential of private capital deployment.
Many on the team have begun to ask themselves hard questions about the role of private
capital in the region. Sikander said, "We have a responsibility to create a lasting impact
on the regions we operate in. We want to make sure that our capital impacts people
responsibly." As COVID-19 affects consumers' access to portfolio company's services in
healthcare and education, NBKCP has had to make many tough decisions as it attempts
to reconcile bottom lines with the needs of employees and consumers. As one of the last
remaining survivors with investors' trust, NBKCP can mold the future of private capital in
the region.
How is the role of institutional capital different from boutique capital in alternative
investments?
What role should private capital play in the region? How should it be governed?
What should it stand for?
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ANNEX I – YATSAN’S INSTITUTIONALIZATION
The tables below detail the major achievements of the NBKCP team in transforming
Yatsan after shifting from family to full investor ownership.
MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE
Pre-Investment
Post-Investment
Lacked organizational structure
2014 –2016: Established proper
organizational structure and authority
800-plus employees reporting to the two
matrix fit for an organization of this size
founding shareholders
and complexity
Very few professional managers with
2014 –2015: Built proper C-suite
limited authority and capability
consisting of professional executives with
strong track record whose compensation
is linked to company performance
- CFO –June 2014
- COO –Nov 2014
- CEO –June 2015
- CSO –Aug 2015
Hired various management functions (e.g.
finance, planning, product development
etc.) to establish a full-fledged
professional management team
Started to hold regular board meeting
within two months of closing, weekly
executive committee meetings
However, the CEO, who was hired based
on his retail experience didn’t work out:
The company’s main problem, it turned
out, was fixing the operations and
production processes rather than opening
stores. Performance and profitability
deteriorated and the CEO was swiftly
replaced by an executive from the IT
sector, with considerable operations and
process experience. This was the point
when things started to turn around for the
company.
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Pre-Investment
Lacked proper finance function

FINANCE
Post-Investment
Hired a CFO with 15-years of experience
who joined the Company on the day of
the transaction closing (June 2014)

Lacked regular financial reporting and
core processes such as budgeting

Hired experienced accounting, budgeting,
reporting and financing managers
Started to issue monthly management
reports within four months of closing
Prepared the first budget in the
company’s history for 2015
Hired a big-four accounting firm as the
company’s tax auditor within three
months of closing
Appointed big-four accounting firm as the
Company’s independent auditor
(accounts have been audited annually
since 2015)

Pre-Investment
Lacked HR function

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Post-Investment
2014: Hired an experienced HR Manager

Very volatile and unpredictable work
environment
Employees managed by personal
relationships
Irregular salary and overtime payments
Lacked performance review system

2015: Set clear rules and guidelines for
all bonus and overtime payment for all
employees
2015: Kicked off regular training
programs for blue and white collar
employees to:
- improve performance and
productivity
- increase awareness on safety at
work place, which resulted in
significant reduction work
accidents
2016: Rolled out standard annual
performance review process for
employees with gradual improvements in
subsequent years
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2016: Signed the first collective
bargaining agreement with the union for
blue collar employees which:
- set standardized salary and bonus
payments
- resulted in substantial increase in
annual salaries
- granted additional side benefits to
all blue collar employees
PRODUCTION
Pre-Investment
Post-Investment
Inconsistent compliance to government Obtained legally required operating
regulations
permits and licenses and environmental
permits within two years of investment
Sub-optimal production practices with
high levels of waste

Lacked key performance indicators and
measurement procedures
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2016: Hired a top-tier local consulting firm
specializing in operational improvement
to assist us with the following goals:
- Establish 5S factory conditions and
lean management principles
- Adopt improved supply chain
management principles and
enhance production planning
- Train blue collar personnel on new
production principles
- Study Product Structure Tree (Bill
Of Materials) for all the existing
products and MRP
- Review and improve company
procedures for sales, production
and finance
As a result of the 18-month long project,
the production facility was transformed
from a large workshop to a wellfunctioning factory.
We have identified key performance
metrics and started measuring them
regularly and accurately, which resulted
in:
- Significant improvement in product
quality
- Faster delivery
- Increased customer satisfaction
- Substantial reduction in scrap and
overtime
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ANNEX II – NBKCP’S INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE
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ANNEX III – PRIVATE CAPITAL IN DEVELOPING MARKETS
Private capital has great potential to transform economies. In more developed markets,
the evolution of private capital has tapped the potential of industries on the cusp of growth.
In particular, private equity firms as they are known today were born at the advent of
leveraged buyouts in the 1970s US.10 The strategy emerged out of a need to provide
liquidity through majority or minority transactions to family business owners who did not
have access to an active capital market option to grow their businesses. This strategy's
success led to a proliferation of funds and larger-scale investment strategies throughout
the 1980s and 1990s, which aggregated fragmented players into "consolidated"
industries. Today, private equity touches almost every part of a consumer's life in the US,
from clothes and groceries to basic utilities, transportation, and first responder care. 11
Emerging markets have recognized the transformative power of private capital and have
begun to increase the number of funds allocated to the industry in various forms, including
private equity, credit, and infrastructure. As a percentage of GDP, private capital
penetration in China increased from a 5-year average of 0.16% to 0.20% in 2018, and in
India, the 5-year average of 0.36% rose to 0.47% in 2018.

Global Private Capital Penetration
Disclosed Private Capital Invested as % of GDP, 2014-2018

Private Capital Investment / GDP (%)

2.5%

2.0%

1.5%

1.0%

0.5%

0.0%

Five-year Penetration Rate, 2014-2018

2018

Data as of 31 December 2018. Published 25 February 2019. Sources: Developed Markets – PitchBook; EM – EMPEA. All GDP data obtained from IMF World Economic Outlook
Database, October 2018. GDP estimates begin after 2017.
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Figure 2: Global private capital penetration
as a percentage of GDP (EMPEA 2019)
However, when looking at the Middle East, private capital development has been more
modest. Private capital penetration has increased from a 5-year average of 0.01% of GDP
to 0.02% in 2018. The contrast is even more pronounced when considering the dollar
10
11

Cohen (2019). “What is Private Equity? A Brief History.”
Shaw (2016). “This is Your Life, Brought to You by Private Equity.”
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investment these percentages represent. Emerging markets in Asia boast 60 billion USD
in private capital investment in 2018, while the Middle East only saw 500 million USD.

Investment by Region
EM Disclosed Capital Invested by Region, 2014-2018
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Figure 3: Disclosed capital invested by region
between 2014-2018 (EMPEA 2019)

The opportunity for private capital in the Middle East bears a resemblance to the US in
the 1970s as the region is home to many family businesses that are liquidity constrained.
These companies are most often SMEs who represent 96% of registered businesses and
create half of the region's employment. 12 Alternative channels for liquidity such as
regional stock exchanges are not often representative of the real economy, and bank
finance for SMEs has been restrictive as SMEs receive only 7% of total lending in the
region. 13 Rigid regulatory frameworks and financial infrastructures hinder the adaptation
of these channels to provide sufficient liquidity to these SMEs. Private capital offers a
means to liquidity for businesses ready to grow and an opportunity to unlock the potential
of economies in the region.

12
13

WEF (2019). “Poor access to finance is holding back businesses in MENA.”
Ibid.
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ANNEX IV – TOTAL REALIZED RETURNS ACROSS NBKCP
FUNDS
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